
The Einhell circular table saw TE-CC 250 UF with HM precision blade has an aluminum main table with an exact surface with excellent sliding

properties and additionally extendable table extensions for wider workpieces. In addition, a format sliding carriage is integrated. A highlight is the

foldable underframe with trolley function – space-saving when not in use and at the same time easy to transport. The motor is equipped with an

overload switch and additionally with a softstart, which not only protects the motor, but also the fuses. The stable rip fence with clamping on both sides

guarantees a precise cut. A height-adjustable foot guarantees a secure footing on uneven ground.

Table Saw

TE-CC 250 UF
Item No.: 4340539

Ident No.: 21023

Bar Code: 4006825647518

Features & Benefits
Integrated format slide for easy and exact cutting-

Easy to fold down base frame with trolley function for mobile use-

With softstart - Protects the motor and the fuses-

Table extendible at the back to the right side-

Aluminium table for level and outstanding sliding properties-

Parallel stop fixation on both sides for best cutting guidance-

Cross stop with angle scale (+/- 60°) for mitre cuts-

Housing with chip extractor connection for a clean workplace-

Transparent blade guard with optional chip extractor connection-

Overload switch to protect the motor from damage-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1500 W

- Max. power (S6 | S6%) 2000 W  |  20 %

- Idle speed 4500 min^-1

- Saw blade Ø250  x  ø30 mm

- Number of saw teeth 48 Pieces

- Swiveling range of saw blade 45 °

- Max. cutting height at 45° 53 mm

- Max. cutting height at 90° 78 mm

- Height adjustment continuous 0-78 mm

- Working height 850 mm

- Size of working table 645  x  530 mm

- Table broadening right 645  x  150 mm

- Table length extension back side 65  x  530 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 34.91 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 39.74 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 780 x 750 x 520 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 39.74 kg

- Dimensions export carton 780 x 750 x 520 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 84 | 180 | 225
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Available as special accessories

Extractor Adapter Set
Stationary Accessory
Item No.: 4310630
Bar Code: 4006825587715
Einhell Grey

Sbl D 250x30x3,2 T24
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 49589341
Bar Code: 4009315893419
Einhell Accessory

Sbl D 250x30x3,2 T48
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 49589351
Bar Code: 4009315893518
Einhell Accessory

Sbl Set D 250x30x3,2 T24/60
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 49589305
Bar Code: 4009315893051
Einhell Accessory

Sbl Set D 250x30x3,2 T24/42/60
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 49589306
Bar Code: 4009315893068
Einhell Accessory

Sbl D 250x30x3,2 T60
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 49589552
Bar Code: 4009315895529
Einhell Accessory
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